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YONOH is a multidisciplinary studio of creative development. Clara del Portillo and Alex Selma, industrial 
designers, founded the studio in 2006, after having developed their careers separately. Uniting their creative 
inquisitiveness they create models that differ for their simplicity and functionality, pieces that exude freshness 
and uniqueness; functional and simple designs without leaving the innovation and originality. During his career, 
the studio has won prestigious design awards worldwide, including Red Dot, IF Design Award, Good Design or 
Wallpaper* Design Award among others.

DESIGNER: Yonoh

Designed by the Yonoh studio, ARC is a collection of multipurpose tables and chairs which feature sinuous lines and an elegant, timeless design. The chairs stand 
out for the unusual shape of the backrest that simulates an embracing arc, making them extremely comfortable. The collection includes chairs with two types of 
frame, one of steel rods and the other with four tubular steel legs. ARC tables share aesthetic features of the chairs and are the ideal complement in all kinds of 
settings. Both the metallic structures and the wooden elements are available in a wide range of finishes. The attractive forms along with the warmth and lightness 
of the frames allow them to fit in easily to any kind of space or setting. ARC chairs have been awarded the prestigious design prize: “IF Product Design Award”.
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BACKREST
The backrest has a concave and enveloping shape and it is made of bentwood. It is available in beech veneer, oak veneer, walnut veneer or lacquered in any 
of the colours of the INCLASS swatch cards.

STRUCTURES
ARC chairs are available in two versions:

Chair with four legs:
The frame is made with 16mm steel tube with 2mm thickness.
Finishes: Available in thermoset polyester powder coating in 
any of the colours of the INCLASS swatch cards or in chrome.
Glides: Standard plastic glides for floor protection are 
included. Plastic glides with felt surface, recommended for 
hard and delicate surfaces, are available upon request.
Stackability: This version is stackable.

Chair with rod sled base:
The frame is made with 12mm solid steel rod.
Finishes: Available in thermoset polyester powder coating in 
any of the colours of the INCLASS swatch cards or in chrome.
Glides: Standard plastic glides for floor protection are 
included. Plastic glides with felt surface, recommended for 
hard and delicate surfaces, are available upon request.
Stackability: This version is stackable.

Height Seat height Arm height Width Seat width Depth Seat depth Weight (kg)

ARC0010

79 46,5 — 57,5 44,5 56 43,5 7,5

ARC0020

79 46,5 — 57,5 44,5 56 43,5 5,75

SEAT
The seat has a concave shape and is made of bentwood. It is available in, beech veneer, oak veneer, walnut veneer or lacquered in any of the colours of the 
INCLASS swatch cards. The seat can also be upholstered with any of the fabrics and leathers from our swatch cards or with fabrics supplied by the customer.
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TABLES
The ARC tables share aesthetic features of the chairs and are the ideal complement in all kinds of settings. Table tops are available in 80cm and 90cm. They 
can be made of oak veneer or with lacquered MDF. Available in any colour and stain of the INCLASS swatch card. The metallic bases are made of 12mm solid 
steel rod and can be finished with thermoset polyester paint in any of the colours of the INCLASS swatch cards or in chrome.

FRAME TABLE TOPS

Height Width Depth Weight (kg) Ø80  
Weight (kg)

Ø90  
Weight (kg)

ARC0010

71 50 50 7,5 17,5 19

WOODEN PARTS
Lacquered mdf top:
It is made of 23mm mdf board. Available in any of the lacquer colours of the INCLASS swatch cards.

Beech veneered mdf top:
It is made of 23mm beech veneered mdf board. Finished with acrylic varnishing in all of the beech veneer stains of the INCLASS sample cards.

Natural oak Walnut oak Wenge oak Natural noyer

Natural beech Walnut beech Wenge beech

METALLIC PARTS

Oak veneered mdf top:
It is made of 23mm oak veneered mdf board. Finished with acrylic varnishing 
in all of the oak veneer stains of the INCLASS sample cards.

Noyer veneered mdf top:
It is made of 23mm noyer veneered mdf board. Finished with acrylic 
varnishing in all of the noyer veneer stains of the INCLASS sample cards.

Black White Aluminum Chrome
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Black stain

Black stain

Navi blueRose Clay 
orange

Sky blue Rust grey Rust brownMustard Water 
green

Coffee 
brown

Stone Light grey Marine 
green

Optional

Navi blueRose Clay 
orange

Sky blue BlackWhiteMustard Water 
green

Coffee 
brown

Stone Light grey Marine 
green
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CERTIFICATION & STANDARDS
- ANSI-BIFMA X5.1
- AIDIMA Quality Control Label

- The quality management system of INCLASS is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 in all the design, manufacturing and sales procedures of its 
products.

- INCLASS production processes are certified according to environmental ISO 14.001:2004 quality standards and are carried out through the reduction of 
waste and energy consumption in order to minimise any impact on the environment.

WARRANTY
CRESTLINE / INCLASS MOBLES S.L. guarantees the products of the collection ARC against any manufacturing and materials defect up to a period of 5 years 
from the date of the invoice. All damages caused by misuse, accident as well as those having their cause on the lack of proper maintenance are excluded from 
this warranty. Natural attrition of fabric and upholstery foam is also excluded from this warranty. The customer must prove the date of purchase of the article 
with the invoice.

INCLASS replace or repair nonconforming products or components taking over the costs without any other liability.

Felt glides for tube chairs. Felt glides for rod sled chairs.Upholstered seat.
The seat can also be upholstered with any of the 
fabrics and leathers from our swatch cards or 
with fabrics supplied by the customer.
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ACCESSORIES
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